
      7 Inch 'Ceros Motion' Quadcore Android Phone-Tablet Sets New Bar For Connectivity 

 

TECH buyers looking for an Android phone/tablet capable of excellent reception in the most remote 

locations while also being affordable and having an excellent performance should look towards a newly 

launched 7 Inch quadcore  3G Phablet  "Ceros Motion", according to a product line-up announcement 

from China Android Phone Seller Chinavasion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Li says this is not the only thing Ceros has worked hard at and the Motion offers a fantastic performance 

with a MTK 8389 quad core cortex-A7 chip producing a powerful 1.2Ghz performance on the very latest 

Android 4.2 operating system. 

“This 7 inch tablet is blazingly quick to use,” says Li. “Users will be able to get several tasks done at once 

or operate a graphics heavy game without any form of lag with this Android tablet.” 

Li says users will also enjoy a fantastic view from the Android tablet with the Ceros offering a 1280x800 

resolution on the industry-leading IPS screen. 

"Very few other sellers offer IPS technology," says Li. "Users constantly tell us that their IPS screen 

devices are crisper and clearer than anything they’ve seen before" 

China tablet maker Ceros is quickly creating a name for itself in China and in the west with its ability to 

offer tablets with some of the best specs possible while still maintaining prices lower than high street 

brands with similar or even lower specs. 

In fact Li says Ceros Motion users can expect the quadcore tablet to cost the same as many brand name 

tablets with dual core processors and much lower specs. 

“Ceros and Chinavasion has gone out of their way to offer devices with the very best specs for the 

lowest possible prices,” said Li. 

Chinavasion is an online retailer and wholesaler of Android tablets and other electronics gadgets. 

According to Chinavasion PR Manager 

Rose Li, the Ceros Motion offers the 

unique benefit of having two SIM card 

slots the only tablet phone on the 

market to offer a wide range of 

coverage. 

"By having two unlocked SIM card 

slots users can be sure to get data 

coverage no matter where they go," 

says Li. “This makes it almost an 

essential tool for travelers.”    

 

 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Tablets/7_Android_Tablet_PC/7_Inch_Quad_Core_Phone_Tablet_Ceros_Motion_-_1280x800_HD_IPS_Display_1.2GHz_CPU_HDMI_Port_3G_Black/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Tablets/7_Android_Tablet_PC/7_Inch_Quad_Core_Phone_Tablet_Ceros_Motion_-_1.2GHz_CPU_1280x800_HD_IPS_Display_HDMI_Port_3G_White/
http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Tablets/

